Hide and Seek
At a family barbeque, I let my mind wander while
enjoying watching the younger cousins playing a
game of Hide and Seek. As I looked on, the
children running both inside and outside the
house searching for that best place to hide, I came
upon a realization. Our quest to receive intuitive
messages can be compared to Hide and Seek.
Some messages are like the impatient Hiders who
cannot resist popping out of their hiding places
checking to see if the Seekers are there to find
them. They therefore become known to the Seekers clearly because they were hiding “in plain sight”.
Other messages are “cloaked”, just waiting to be interpreted by the Seeker. This is akin to the Seeker
passing by a Hider that is well hidden more than once but finally being successful.
Some Seekers choose not to “see” the Hiders, depending on the circumstances or inclination of the
Seeker. As in ignoring a young child’s hiding place to let him/her continue to be remain victorious in
their hiding place a bit longer. Here the Seeker has made the choice to ignore acting on the intuitive
messages to be kind. (The Seeker could also ignore them due to the content of the message, as in
disturbing news).
Sometimes the Hiders stay hidden, eluding being discovered. No matter how long the Seeker
searches for them to be revealed, they remain hidden. Other times the Seekers know all the good
hiding places and can easily find their Hiders. Accustomed to their “terrain” the Seekers can locate
and interpret the Hiders that come their way. On the other hand some Seekers have difficulty in
finding Hiders, misinterpreting the messages.
No matter what “age” you are, learning your “terrain” is key. Becoming accustomed to that terrain
takes perseverance. Take what you understand being grateful for the insight. If the intuitive message
eludes you or is not understood, don’t let frustration take control to block its path. Eventually as your
terrain becomes more and more familiar you will better understand the meanings.
Do not become discouraged. This is a skill like any other and practice hones that skill. Each of us has
our own frame of reference and we need time to learn the terrain that is ours and ours alone. Give
yourself time to grow!

With Gratitude,
Kai

